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Abstract— This paper presents a new method for automated
extrinsic calibration of multi-modal sensors. In particular the
paper presents and evaluates a pipeline for calibration of
3D lidar and cameras mounted on a sensor vehicle. Previous
methods for multi-modal sensor calibration find the optimal
parameters by aligning a set of observations from the different
sensor modalities. The main drawback of these methods is the
need for a good initialisation in order to avoid converging into
a local minima. Our approach eliminates this limitation by
combining external observations with motion estimates obtained
with the individual sensors. The method operates by utilizing
structure from motion based hand-eye calibration to constrain
the search space of the optimisation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sensing redundancy is a pre-requisite for robot robust
operation. One of the most difficult problems in building
multi-modal representations of the environment is accurate
data registration. To integrate the information provided by
two sensors, their relative location and orientation must be
known. On most mobile robots the sensors are calibrated by
either hand labelling points or placing markers such as corner
reflectors or chequerboards in the scene. The calibration produced by these methods, while initially accurate, is quickly
degraded due to the motion of the robot. For mobile robots
working on topologically variable environments across a
cascade of spatial scales, as found in agriculture or mining,
this can result in significantly degraded calibration after as
little as a few hours of operation. For long-term autonomy,
calibration parameters have to be determined efficiently and
dynamically updated over the lifetime of the robot. This
paper presents a pipeline for automatic sensors’ extrinsic
calibration. Our research is motivated by two broad questions: (i) do we have the right introspection techniques that
can provide the robot with tools for self-diagnostic?, (ii) can
current sensing approaches provide long-term operation that
does not require expert assistance?.
Several markerless automatic calibration methods have
been recently proposed. One of the first of these approaches
was developed by Levinson et al [1], whose method operates
on the principle that depth discontinuities detected by the
lidar will tend to lie on edges in the image. Pandey et
al. [2] and our previous work [3] presented a method that
maximizes the mutual information metric between the lidar’s
intensity of return and the intensity of the corresponding
points in the camera’s image. Napier et al. successfully
registered a push broom 2D lidar with a camera [4] by

first combining the lidar with a navigation solution and then
aligning the maginitude of the gradients between the lidar
and image. In our own previous work [5] we developed a
calibration method that is based on the alignment of the
orientation of gradients formed from the lidar and camera.
These methods while accurate have a serious limitation in
their practicality; they all require an accurate initial guess to
the calibration to ensure convergence to a reliable solution.
This initial guess means that some manual measure of
the sensors’ positions has to be performed every time the
sensors’ physical configuration is modified. We envision a
system where this limitation is removed and a single method
can be used to automatically re-calibrate, even when the
physical positions of the sensors on the mobile vehicle has
changed. The new method we propose is based on the use
of the estimated motion of the sensors in combination with
hand-eye calibration techniques commonly used in robotic
arms to generate an approximate extrinsic calibration. This
approximate solution is then used as the initial guess for the
more accurate calibration techniques outlined above.
Hand-eye calibration was developed to calibrate the offset
between the hand and camera of a robotic arm. In hand-eye
calibration, a calibration aid such as a chessboard or makers
are placed in a scene and the camera is used to photograph
them from a range of locations [6]. The transformation the
camera undergoes between successive posses is then calculated. This is combined with the known transformations the
robot’s hand undergoes to give the transformation between
them. More recent approaches to hand-eye calibration have
made use of structure from motion techniques to allow them
to operate without requiring markers or chequerboards [7].
II. M ETHOD
A. Notation
The following notation will be used throughout this paper
TV C The transformation from the Velodyne lidar to the
camera.
TV i The transformation from the Velodyne’s location at
timestep i-1 to its location at timestep i
TCi The transformation from the camera’s location at
timestep i-1 to its location at timestep i
S
Constant that accounts for the scale ambiguity of
the camera transformation.
R
Rotation matrix
t
translation vector

B. Overview
Our approach can be roughly divided into four stages.
The calculation of TV i and TCi , the estimation of RV C , the
estimation of tV C and the refinement of TV C . The method
used in each instance is outlined below.
C. Calculation of TV i and TCi
The set of transforms TCi that describe the movement of
the camera are calculated, up to scale ambiguity using a
structure from motion approach. To calculate TV i , the set of
transforms for the Velodyne lidar, the iterative closest point
(ICP) algorithm is used.

An equation with the same form as equation 2, that can
be solved via the same method. The two approaches outlined
both have significant rotational error about at least one
axis. These large errors however generally lies on different
axes, meaning if the two results are combined one accurate
solution is obtained. The methods are combined by assuming
that the error is a Gaussian distribution.
E. Estimation of tV C
Once the rotation matrix is known the translation of the
sensors is fairly straight forward to calculate. By starting
with equation 6.
RCi tV C + StCi = RV C tV i + tV C

D. Estimation of RV C
Equation 1 gives the relationship between the rotation
matrices.
RCi = RV C RV i

(6)

The terms can be rearranged and combined with the
equations of other timesteps to form the matrix equation
below

(1)

In our implementation two methods for obtaining RV C are
used and combined to obtain an estimate of the rotations. For
the first method the rotation component of each of the sensors
transform is used. A solution to equation 1 is found by first
converting the sensors rotations to angle-axis representation,
where ai is the angle and Ai the axes vector. These vectors
are related by equation 2
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The only unknowns here are tV C and the scale. The
estimate for these values are calculated by subsampling the
data in the same manner as for the rotation calculations.
F. Refining the estimate of TV C

ACi = RV C AV i

(2)

The least squared solution to this equation can be found
using the Kabsch algorithm. To give the rotation and an estimate of the error a sub-sample of 10 points is selected and the
Kabsch algorithm is used to find the error. This is performed
500 times. The solution giving the smallest median error over
the whole dataset is taken and the remaining solutions used
to calculate the standard deviation for the roll, pitch and yaw.
When used on robotic arms the above method gives
accurate results, however when used on an autonomous
vehicle on a typical drive significant error is present after
this step. This is due to the highly constrained movement
these vehicles undergo. The same restrictions on the motion,
however enable the use of a second method for calculating
the rotation. The relationship between the transforms is given
by equation 3
RCi tV C + StCi = RV C tV i + tV C

(3)

If we assume RCi ≈ I as is the case in most of the frames
recorded from the car then the above equation simplifies to
equation 4
StCi ≈ RV C tV i

(4)

If both sides of the equation are normalized, the scale
ambiguity is removed and this becomes equation 5
tCi ≈ RV C tV i

(5)

From the structure from motion methods an estimate of
the rotation and translation between the sensors has been
obtained as well as an estimate of the standard deviation
of the error. From these starting conditions we make use of
the metric proposed by Levinson et al [1]. The metric is
optimized using a particle swarm optimization.
Particle swarm optimisation works by using a group of
particles to explore the search space. We set the initial
location of the particles by using the probability distributions
obtained previously. The roll, pitch, yaw, x, y and z values are
randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution with the mean
and standard deviation given by the hand-eye calibration
step. The x,y and z position estimates are also constrained
to be within 5m of the origin. A 5m limit on the offset
between the sensors ensures that configurations that would
be physically impossible for a typical mobile sensor platform
are not evaluated.
By shaping the initial positions of the particles to represent
the calibration estimate and its confidence from the hand
eye calibration we greatly reduce the search space that
must be explored for the selected metric to find the correct
calibration.
III. R ESULTS
All of the results presented here were tested using drive
28 of the KITTI dataset [8]. The vehicle used to collect
this dataset has two sets of forward facing stereo cameras, a
Velodyne lidar and a gps. In all our tests only the Velodyne
and left most monochrome camera was used.
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TABLE I
ACCURACY COMPARISON OF METHODS ON KITTI DATASET. N OTE
TABLE USES LOG SCALE .

The overall calibration process was tested by randomly
selecting a range of 500 frames representing 50 seconds
of data from the dataset. The hand-eye calibration was
first performed on all 500 frames, before the transformation
was refined using Levinson’s method on every tenth frame.
The experiment was repeated 100 times with the mean and
standard diviation of the results recorded. Levinson’s method
was chosen because it was developed for Velodyne data and
has been shown to provide the best results for this type of
sensors.
The experiment was also performed using the Levinson
method without first constraining the initial conditions of
the particle swarm optimizer using the hand-eye calibration
method. Instead the initial population was distributed randomly so that the translation was within 3m and all angles
were possible. This was done so that the impact our method
has can be clearly seen. The results of this experiment are
shown in Table I.
In all cases the unconstrained Levinson method performed
poorly. This was to be expected as the optimization was
performed over a large 6-dof search space with only 200
points evaluated on each iteration. The Hand-eye calibration
on the other hand performed well on the rotations with
an average error of around 1 degree and poorly on the
translations with an error of around 1m. Again this was
to be expected as the small rotations a typical vehicle
undergoes while moving result in the translation estimation
step of hand-eye calibration being extremely sensitive to
noise. The combined approach dramatically improved upon
the translation estimate of the other two solutions as well
as slightly improving the rotation estimate provided by the

Example of camera image projected onto lidar after alignment

Hand-eye calibration solution. In this method due to the
accurate estimates of rotation provided by the hand-eye
calibration the Levinson method was only required to search
a very small sliver of the rotation search space resulting in
the 200 points evaluated each iteration being sufficient to
find the global minimum. An example of the output of our
approach is shown in Figure 1.
IV. C ONCLUSION
A new method for calibrating the extrinsic properties of
a lidar-camera rig mounted to a ground vehicle has been
developed. The method combines the strengths of standard
automatic lidar-camera registration techniques with hand-eye
calibration techniques developed for robotic arm calibration.
The resulting method does not require the user to have any
knowledge of the sensors layout or their internal co-ordinate
frames while still achieving accurate calibrations.
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